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The challenge often with vinyl adhesive grades for water based inks is that a glossy version nor-

mally has a slow drying time and poor water resistance, these problems are now a thing of the 

past. Now you can have photo quality glossy self adhesive vinyl with instant drying  performance 

and good water resistance and is compatible with water based inks.

Folex has introduced SIVN a High-End permanent self adhesive vinyl with a super high, glossy 

nanoporous coating surface. The glossy surface offers a stunning glass, shiny effect to your ima-

ges and due to the nano coating, absorbs the water based inks directly into the coating layer. Nano 

technology also provides a high level of water resistance to the printed image. 

The special ink receptive coating is suitable for water based pigment and dye inks and its highly 

absorbent coating structure allows instant drying performance, which means the film can be prin-

ted roll to roll which is great for tight print deadlines, saving you time and money. Post lamination 

is therefore also not required when looking for a glossy finish. Images are brilliantly vibrant and 

strong in contrast, perfect for stunning photo quality images for signage, labels POS and POP.

Offered in a PVC face film thickness version of 0.130 mm with a permanent acrylic adhesive and 

paper release liner, SIVN is available in 430mm, 610mm, 914mm, 1067mm, 1270mm, 1370mm and 

1520mm widths in 20m lengths.

For further information please contact Simon Warren at Folex AG.

ABOUT FOLEX

The Folex group specialises in the finishing and coating of films and specialities and has produc-

tion companies based in Switzerland (Schwyz) and Germany (Cologne and Erlangen) that offer 

high-quality products and tailor made services for a wide variety of markets. Today Folex offers 

solutions for many sectors, from the printing industry or digital and large format printing, the office 

and home sector, all the way to primary products for the electronics industry.

More information on the complete portfolio is available at www.folex.com
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